In an unprecedented move, the Marian College Board of Trustees chose their first lay chairman on October 12. Mr. Bain Farris, who previously had served on the Board for three years as a member, succeeded Sr. Annata Holohan, who was elected vice chairperson.

Farris, a 1971 graduate of Marian College and President of St. Vincent Hospital and Health Care Center, foresees many challenges awaiting the Board. It is his goal to promote Marian's "positive virtues that are unknown to the outside community."

When asked if the change from a religious to a lay chairperson meant the Franciscans will be less active at Marian, Farris responded that he doesn't see that happening and that there were actually more Sisters on the Board this year.

Other Administrators also feel a renewed interest from the Sisters of St. Francis towards Marian.

Farris is joined on the Board by Mark Burke, John Sweany, Sr. Marya Grathwohl, Sr. Miriam Kaeser, and Sr. Joan Laughlin.

The Singing Hoosiers from Indiana University in a stirring performance at Tuesday's convocation.
GUEST EDITORIAL

The Issue of Academic Honesty

Part 1

by Drew Appleby

Sen. Joseph Biden has just provided us with a very valuable lesson and, in doing so, he has become an excellent example of a negative role model (i.e., a person from whom we can learn by observing the disastrous results of his/her behavior).

His undoing began in Iowa while he was delivering a speech in support of his bid to become the Democratic presidential candidate. Sen. Biden is an impressive speaker and he delivered an impressive speech. Unfortunately for him, it was not his speech. Many significant parts of it had been plagiarized from a speech given last May by Neil Kinnock, a British politician who campaigned unsuccessfully against Margaret Thatcher for Prime Minister. The possibility of exploiting this indiscretion was not lost on Biden's political rivals and the television evening news was soon dominated by a truly incriminating video of juxtaposed segments of both men's speeches in which it was clearly obvious that Biden had stolen large portions of Kinnock's speech word-for-word and represented them as his own. It was the most devastating public example of proven plagiarism that I have ever witnessed.

As a result of this disclosure, Sen. Biden's past suddenly became the object of an extremely vigorous and thorough investigation. Other indiscretions began to resurface. This was not Sen. Biden's first excursion into the dark region of intellectual dishonesty. He was given an "F" in one of his classes in law school for plagiarizing a paper. He lied publicly about his class rank in law school when he claimed to have graduated in the top half of his class (his actual class rank was 76 out of 85). He said he attended law school on a "full academic scholarship" when, in fact, he received only a half scholarship that was based on financial need. He claimed to have been "the outstanding student in the political science department" of his undergraduate school when he was not. He said that the University of Delaware awarded him three undergraduate degrees when, in actuality, he graduated with a single B.A. degree in history and political science.

Sen. Biden will be neither sued nor incarcerated for these lapses of intellectual and personal honesty, but they have undone him just the same. This man who has striven so hard to be President will no longer have the opportunity to see his dream fulfilled. This man who has served as a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee has now seen how justice can be brought to bear even upon those who have stood in judgment of so many others. This man who specializes in what columnist Joseph Sobran calls "high indignation" and who "poses as one who unmasks the rich and powerful and identifies himself with the cause of the poor and deprived" has suddenly found himself publicly unmasked before the poor and rich alike. Another columnist, William Raspberry, put it simply and forcefully when he said that people who are caught stealing other people's words are "viewed as demonstrably unfit for elevation to the top of their profession."

What can we learn from Sen. Biden's indiscretions and how can we apply this knowledge in the academic atmosphere of Marlian College? If you are interested, tune in for Part 2 of this article in next week's CARBON.

LETTER TO THE EDITORS

Dear Carbon,

After reconsidering, we would like to take back every crude remark we have made concerning the Carbon. It seems to be a splendid medium. Still more resplendent is Scratch 'n Sniff. Since reading their last column, we have upheld to everyone in Marlian College our strict belief in their accuracy and precise reporting...even if we did get roughed up, laughed at, but never asked out.

On 'the darker side' of the Carbon, the tergumant with the big 'Carbon'-tipped blade could use a little help upstairs. Proof of this is the very fact that this last paragraph will undoubtedly get cut.

Respectfully submitted,

Bill Pedtke and
Steve Southwood

CARBON
Marlian College
Indianapolis, IN 46222
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HALLOWEEN MADNESS
by Beth Peter

Several activities are scheduled for the Halloween weekend at Marian as an incentive for students to remain on campus and participate in the fun.

October 29 and 30, a haunted house will be held at the Clare Hall basement from 8:00 p.m. until 9:30 p.m. Come prepared to be spooked! Also on those two days, from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m., little ghosts, goblins, and witches will roam up and down the dorm floors begging for candy, otherwise known as the "Trick or Treat" nights.

Plans are tentative for a bonfire on Thursday night to be held at the wetlands organized by the Junior Class.

A "Coffee House" is planned for Friday night, October 30, which includes good music and good times. Keeping with the spirit, the ARA Staff is considering a special "Halloween Meal" for Friday. In the tradition of Marian College, there will be Apple Bobbing and Pumpkin Carving.

To conclude the holiday festivities with some style, there will be a Halloween Costume Dance on Saturday at Doyle Hall from 9:00 p.m. until 12:00 midnight. A disc Jockey will provide the music. He will definitely play "Celebration", "Shout", "Monie, Monie", and "Rocky Top". These four, I guarantee", said Mr. Henderson. During the dance, haywagons will take students for rides that will last 15 to 30 minutes. Costumes will be judged for prizes at 10:30 p.m. The dance will end at midnight, the witching hour!

Carbon meetings are held each Monday evening, 8:00 p.m., in the Student Board Conference Room, on the first floor of Clare Hall. Everyone is welcome.

SENIOR PROFILE

by Chris Beals

Carla Bessler is a senior who is excited but also a bit apprehensive about the job scene.

She is a Physical Education major with a coaching endorsement. She has a student teaching job lined up for next semester at South Wayne High School.

Carla is from Aurora and graduated from South Dearborn High School. She is the oldest of three children, Jerry who attends Marian, and LeeAnn who attends Franklin.

She keeps very busy with classes, sports, and clubs. She is the co-president of the softball club, and a member of PCA, and MCAHPERD. She also plays varsity basketball. She spends time being an R.A., which she says is a great experience.

As for graduation, she can't wait.

APPLICATIONS WANTED

LETTERS OF APPLICATION are being accepted by the Carbon. Applicants must be prepared to begin training immediately and assume the responsibilities of the positions on January 1988.

The responsibilities of the Business Manager include soliciting advertising, keeping an accurate ledger, being responsible for the purchasing of supplies, and submitting the annual budget. The Business Manager also maintains liaisons with the Business Office and Treasurer of Student Board.

IN MEMORIAM

FORREST BRANDON

by Michelle Scheidt

Forrest Lynn Brandon, 43, of Indianapolis, died Sunday, October 11, of a heart attack.

Brandon was an art professor at Marian. He taught American Art History, Basic Drawing, and four sections of Humanities Art. Brandon was also active with campus activities; he worked with the Spring Arts Festival and was a speaker at the Nature Living Seminars.

Brandon was a graduate of Indiana Central University (now the University of Indianapolis). He received his BS in Art in 1975 and his MA in Art in 1982.

Before coming to Marian in 1985, Brandon taught art in Noblesville public schools and worked in visual merchandising.

Brandon was a member of the Indianapolis Artists Guild and the Indianapolis Artists Coalition. He was active as a painter and had exhibited his work at several galleries.

Beth Peter, a Marian art major, commented: "Mr. Brandon was able to relate to us. He became our friend in just four weeks. Art was his gift to us, and Marian College will miss him."

Brandon is survived by his wife, Patricia, and one daughter, Jennifer.

The Art Department is currently planning an exhibit of Brandon's works to be shown in the coming months.

The Photo Editor oversees all graphic and photographic content of the paper. He or she must manage photo assignments, process and screen photos, maintain the photographic equipment of the Carbon, and maintain a working file of screened photos.

Letters of Application may be submitted to the current editors, Michelle Scheidt or Stacey Nicholas. They may also be placed in the Carbon mailbox in the Faculty Hallroom. The deadline for letters of application is November 15.
**SHEPARD LECTURES**

by Sheri Lynn Bernat

On Oct. 1, 1987, the American Constitution class, taught by Mr. Day, met and discussed political matters and the court system with Chief Justice Randall Shepard. Shepard currently serves as the Chief Justice of the Indiana Supreme Court. He is the youngest man to hold the office.

Shepard talked of three different aspects that deal with the Constitution: Ratification, Model for American Life, and Confirmation of Supreme Court Justices. In relation to the ratification, the Chief Justice told the class about the method that deals with the voter-elected conventions that are separate bodies from the state legislature. He also stated that "the constitution is not an act of government, but of the people creating government." He defined the constitution as a social contract in which the people agree to live with each other in a certain way.

The next topic Shepard discussed was American Life. He stressed that the Bill of Rights is more well known than the actual Constitution. Constitution principles are carried into various aspects of life, one, for example, is the arrangement of student government -- not mentioned in the Constitution. He said America has gotten comfortable with the ideas of the Constitution.

Finally, judicial confirmation was discussed. The Constitution states that the President shall appoint a person with the advice and 80% consent of the Senate. He told the class that in 1935 judges thought it was improper to come before the Senate for questioning.

He then answered questions from the students.

As a 1969 graduate of Princeton University, Chief Justice Shepard is an active member of the legislature which governs our nation. The American Constitution class enjoyed the lecture he gave and appreciate him coming to their class.

---

**COLD SPRING CO-OP**

by Liz Edwards

Marian College and Cold Spring School are working together in their second year on a beneficial program. With Cindy Brewster, the director of Cold Spring School Job Replacement/Co-op program, a vocational training program has been established. Brewster worked with Joseph Ryan and Alan Lisle. Cold Spring is a school for the mentally handicapped.

The program is based on the idea of having vocational training in the learning school; the students go out and have actual hands-on training.

Last year the program placed students working in the library, the gym, and Allison Manision. This year, the students are in these positions again as well as in the maintenance department, working on the grounds. Two students have now been placed in the cafeteria (with paying jobs), and Marian may be starting a green house program. These students' work usually starts in the morning, and whether or not people are willing to pay, the students still receive their training. The are under supervision and are also evaluated monthly.

Besides the students working at Marian, they are also working at the Veterans Administration, St. Vincent Hospital, and the Mt. Zion Geriatrics Center.

---

**LIGHTER SIDE**

by J.T. the Wildest

While everyone else was busily packing their bags and heading out on the open trail for home, your favorite journalist was setting down for a long, lonely weekend at Camp "Y". Hmm, I thought to myself, maybe I'll catch up on studying. It was a good idea until I found out the library was closed all weekend, and I couldn't study anywhere else!

Maybe there will be some people down in the Cafe. Well, there was, if you consider the guys tennis team people. They even had to have their coach babysit them when they stayed overnight at their conference meet. I bet the girls tennis team didn't need to be babysat.

Anyway, Friday finally rolled around, and I decided to go visit a friend in Modoc. Anyone, excluding someone who's from there, that knows where it is will receive a Lighter Side prize; just call the maintenance dept. at ext. 145 and say the magic words, "Is this Russia?"

Marian people are everywhere. I went to Ball State and who did I see? Crazy men from Marian. But more excitement was to come! I don't know about Doyle Hall, But Clare Hall was actually sprayed for bugs! I should know, a maintenance person walked into my room one morning while I was sleeping. I guess they never heard of knocking.

So, another mid-term break has passed. I still think it's Russia.

---

CONGRATULATIONS!!

MARIAN COLLEGE CHEERLEADERS 1987-1988

Lori Ann Caufield
Mary Jo Dickman
Eileen Gallagher
Theresa Griffin
Melissa Peters
(Kathy Vannoy, alternate)
RICHART NEW R.D.

by Beth Peter

Jenny Richart is the new Resident Director at Doyle Hall this year. A 1986 graduate of Marian, she slides right into her position.

Richart was born and reared in the south side of Indianapolis. She attended Roncalli High School. Since then, Marian College has been her "home away from home." Richart attained a B.A. Degree in Art Therapy and now uses her counseling skills as an R.D. For two years of college, she was an R.A.; during the summer of 1986, she was an R.D. -- both of which were training for her present position.

Besides her job at Marian, Richart keeps busy as a full-time student at I.U.P.U.I., working on her Master's Degree in College Student Personnel Administration. Her job at Marian is part of an intern program while she works to finish her studies.

Jenny Richart is very optimistic about life. There are no major crises, only small problems. She finds working with typical college students fascinating because they are still developing. "They are adults now, but at the same time, they need help and guidance to deal with their problems and decisions."

PACKAGING FOR SUCCESS

by Michelle A. Scheidt

Students learned the essentials of a successful job interview at "Package Yourself for Success," an interviewing skills seminar held at Marian on Oct. 7.

Retail and personnel professionals addressed about 100 Marian students, faculty, and staff.

Robin MacDonald and Rob Lukemeyer, buyers from Roderick St. John, stressed the importance of classic, conservative clothing to make a good impression on the interviewer. Traditional dress, they said, is appropriate for both men and women. Dressing in this manner shows acceptance of the norms of the business world and a willingness to conform to the dress code of the company.

"The investment you've been making in yourself for the past few years does not end with the diploma," Ms. MacDonald said, emphasizing that the job interview is a very important step.

"In every business, there is a level at which corporate image becomes important," Lukemeyer said.


Stephen Teets, vice president of personnel at Cambridge Inn, Inc., discussed proper interview behaviors. Characteristics he looks for in a prospective employee are enthusiasm, leadership skills, work experience, creativity, a nice resume, and good questions.

Teets also conducted a "mock interview" with Marian senior Jim Aultman. Following the interview, he critiqued Aultman's performance with many positive comments about Aultman's enthusiasm and work experience. Teets was impressed by the way Aultman conducted himself in the interview.

Teets emphasized, "Before you go to an interview, prepare in any way you can."
OUR SIDE OF PARADISE
by John J. Day

As the grandson of Irish immigrants, a 1963 graduate of Marian and a member of the Indiana House of Representatives, it is an honor for me to be teaching a course on the Constitution.

All of us who claim to be heirs of the Judeo-Christian tradition with its eloquent affirmation of the worth and dignity of every person can find a similar message in our amended Constitution. Part of the 14th Amendment states: "...nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty or property without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."

That language over the years has protected the rights of the humble and the powerless in our society; the children of illegal aliens, the mentally ill, racial and religious minorities, penniless criminal defendants, etc.

The words of the Amendment with its focus on the value and civic importance of the individual person is not unlike paragraph 15 of the 1983 United States Bishops Peace Pastoral: "...The human person is the clearest reflection of God's presence in the world; all of the Church's work in pursuit of both justice and peace is designed to protect and promote the dignity of every person."

Three cases -- one involving a young child, another one concerning an impoverished defendant and the third about a mental patient -- in a profound way illustrate the theme of human dignity.

In 1954, Linda Brown through her father brought a lawsuit to end the segregated school system in her community. The Court was sensitive to the development of minority children. Said the Court about the impact of racial segregation: "It generates a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone."

Brown v. the Board of Education has had a major impact on our society. Thousands of doors in education, jobs, housing and public accommodations have opened to members of minority groups, all stemming from the direct and the indirect impact of this famous case.

If justice is to be achieved in our courts, the poor must have adequate legal counsel. Unknown and without funds or friends to assist him, Clarence Gideon waged a lonely battle to win his freedom.

This innocent man served as his own lawyer, lost his case and served two years in prison. After winning an appeal for the right to a lawyer, he was later found not guilty. This 1963 triumph of the human spirit changed the course of American legal history.

Mental patients until recently had often been ignored and isolated in overcrowded, understaffed and ineffective institutions. Young Ricky Wyatt, a patient at Bryce Hospital in Alabama with his 1971 case, has come to symbolize the hopes of the handicapped, the retarded and mentally ill for better treatment.

For the first time, the civil rights of the mentally ill were recognized in the Wyatt v. Stickney case. Patients had been warehoused in a degrading environment without adequate care. The Court noted that the self-esteem of patients was reduced in these circumstances and ruled that they had a constitutional right to individualized treatment. This ruling set in motion overdue reforms in a number of states.

The strength of our country and the greatness of our people have been most evident when we have responded to the aspirations of the weakest and most vulnerable among us; a response based on the spiritual dimension of the worth, value and dignity of every person.

"CAULK OF THE TOWN"
by Tina M. Kunkler

Ten Marian College students, faculty, and staff participated in "Caulk of the Town" on Saturday, Oct. 10, 1987. The project, sponsored by the East Side Community Development, provided housing repairs for needy families in Indianapolis.

Approximately 1000 volunteers worked on the project. Groups of 10 worked at each house caulking windows, putting stripping around doors and plastic on windows. Each worker received a T-shirt as an incentive.

Sr. Janice Scheidler said that they could not do much of the work necessary because of the rain. Sr. Janice also said that the house needed many more repairs than could be done on Saturday, such as a new roof.

Those from Marian who were involved in the project included faculty and staff members Bill Pedtke, John Lowe, Sr. Marilyn Hofer, and Sr. Janice Scheidler. Students involved were Victor Breckler, Stacey Nicholas, Michelle Scheidt, Bill Pedtke, Mike Minton, and Dennis Ratekin.

Breckler said, "I felt sorry for the people." They had 30 days to make the necessary repairs. Breckler also said that he felt good about the work that had been done and that the time was well spent.

CONVOCATIONS

At its October 13 meeting, College Council noted that, because of an error in the 1987 catalogues and other student publications, there is no listing of convocations as a graduation requirement. Students, therefore, cannot be contractually bound to attend convocations. Students are strongly encouraged to attend them in accordance with the confirmed decision of College Council.
WOMEN’S FINALE
by Jenna Morrow

The Lady Knights ended their season last week by playing Anderson University, Monday, Oct. 12, and Taylor University on the following day. Although the Knights lost both matches, they felt they had improved from the beginning of the season.

The season was still not over, however, as the Lady Knights participated in the District Tournament. It was the first time the Lady Knights had participated in such a tournament. It was a good experience for the team, who feel that next year they will be ready to effectively compete at districts. In the face of some overwhelming odds and disadvantages, the Lady Knights had a productive season.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Is there something you want to buy or sell? Then put an ad in the Carbon. For just $0.25 a line you can buy or sell books, babysitting services, concert tickets, etc.

An example (actual size) to help you write your ad would be:
FOR SALE: Old Humanities tests. Asking $10.00 or best offer. Call ext. 000 and ask for Sue.

CC RESULTS
by Chris Beals

Marian College placed 15th out of 20 teams in the Little College Race.

The team beat other colleges such as Marion, DePauw, St.Joe’s, Earlham, and Franklin.

The team did not perform well. The team had two runners on the injured list and Brad Bechler had an illness that prevented him from completing the race.

Jerry Bessler was the top runner for the team placing 120 out 200 runners.

This Saturday is a home meet starting at 10:00 a.m., so come and support the Knights.

CLASSIFIEDS

ATTENTION
ANYBODY IN THE TYPWRITER MARKET:
**SMITH CORONA TYPWRITER
(with carrying case and an additional, unused cartridge)
**FOR SALE**
$75.00 or best offer. Please call 929-0473.

TYPISTS -- Hundreds weekly at home!
Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark, NJ 07066

PINK FLOYD and U-2
2 tickets each for sale
Make an offer
Call 929-0101 or 929-0169

VOLLEYBALL 15-10
by Stephen Tweddell

The Lady Knights have been one busy volleyball team the two weeks. In that span of time, they have played five games, winning three and losing two.

Tuesday, Oct. 6, they were defeated by Marion by the scores of 7-15, 8-15, and 9-15.

Thursday, Oct. 8, they demolished Hanover 15-7, 15-4, and 15-5. "It was a good game. It gave us the opportunity to experiment with some strategies," commented Coach Molly Totten.

Last Tuesday, Franklin defeated the Lady Knights 7-15, 16-14, 3-15 and 4-15. Outstanding players were Terrill Reed and Amy Beckham, who had seven and six kills respectively. Sharon Effinge contributed five kills, followed by Julie Herbstreith who had four and Tina Meyers with three. Herbstreith also had four blocks. Kathy Dwenger helped the Lady Knights win by contributing 11 assists.

Last Saturday, they participated in two games. First, they beat Grand Rapids Baptist 15-12, 13-15, and 15-9. Reed had seven kills and Dwenger contributed eight assists. They team also beat Bethel 1-15, 15-5, and 15-6. "They played well together and with a lot of intensity," stated Totten.

For the year their record stands at a respectable 15-10. They will play in the Manchester tournament this weekend.

WHAT MAKES NEWS? YOU make news.
If you know of an event or happening, let us know too. When you see news happen, call ext. 394 or 393.
AIDS: THE NEW #1 FEAR
by Kini Huckaby

Even though AIDS, Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, is a highly recognized word in the United States, most people do not understand all of the aspects surrounding our nation's current number one fear. In this, the first of a three part series on AIDS, the medical sides of AIDS will be discussed. In the second and third installments, discussion will include religion and campus reactions.

AIDS refers to an impairment of the immune system which literally breaks down the body's ability to fight off unusual infections or illnesses. AIDS is caused by the HTLV-III virus. This fragile virus cannot live outside of the body for a very long period of time. It is present in body fluids, mostly in the blood, semen and saliva of the infected people.

The virus causes symptoms that are not easily linked to AIDS. Excessive, unexplained tiredness, regular fevers, pinkish-purple blotsches on the skin, severe headaches, swollen glands, and unexplained weight loss are a few of the symptoms.

Three major groups risk contracting AIDS: homo/bi-sexual men, intravenous drug users, and hemophiliacs. Heterosexual men and women are at a very low risk currently (only 1% of all cases reported).

The misconceptions about AIDS are startling. Contradictions in the medical field only cause more problems. AIDS can be spread by blood and semen. Some researchers say it can be passed through saliva as well. This latter point has not been conclusively proven. Many employees in the health care field will not give mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to an AIDS patient. Casual contact, like touching, hugging or living with an AIDS patient will not spread AIDS. Through further research, the medical community will hopefully clear up any misconceptions concerning the spread of AIDS.

NONE OF THESE WILL GIVE YOU AIDS

AIDS is not spread by casual contact. There is no evidence that AIDS is spread by shaking hands, sitting next to someone, eating in restaurants, coughing, sneezing, or using public swimming pools and restrooms.

Americans need to take the responsibility to understand the facts about AIDS. People should realize that sex is not free from hazards and dangers. Anyone with questions concerning AIDS is urged to call the toll-free hotline at 1-800-433-AIDS.

HONORS PROGRAM

On Tuesday, November 3, there will be a meeting of all those MC students who took Honors courses last year or are taking them this semester. Also, any students who have not as yet taken Honors courses but are interested in the program are invited for this gathering at 11:30 in the West Dining Room of Clare Hall. Members of the Honors Committee and Faculty who are currently teaching or who have taught Honors courses in the past are also invited. The purpose of the meeting is to better acquaint the students with the Honors Program at MC and to give them the opportunity to ask questions about it and plan for the future. Most importantly, it is a time when the students, the Committee and the Faculty can get to know each other better. Plan to bring your lunch to the West Dining Room in Clare Hall at 11:30 on November 3 and join in this important meeting.

NCAAW ACTIVITIES
by Mike DeRosa

"Alcohol Awareness Week" is about to end. This is a time when students will be informed about the universal drug of our society with the aid of posters, guest speakers, a movie, and a dance.

On Wednesday at 9:00 p.m., the movie, "The Days of Wine and Roses," will be presented in the Doyle Hall Lounge. After the film, Chris Carr, from St. Vincent's Stress Center, will give a short presentation and answer any questions students may have.

On Thursday from 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m., a dance, "Under the Influence of Fun," will take place in the Doyle Hall Lounge. The dance is to feature a bar that will serve non-alcoholic drinks including Pina Coladas, Bloody Marys, and possibly non-alcoholic beer.

On Friday, October 23, a state police officer and other agencies will be present at a table in front of the auditorium in Marian Hall to give information to students from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

This week is intended to educate students about alcohol and alcohol usage and to stress that alcohol is not required for a good time.

JIM BAKKER
T.V. Evangelist

Waughorn CP9
KNIGHTLY KNOTES

To All Marian College Students and Faculty and Staff:

You are each invited and urged to partake in all the activities that are going on during "Bring a Friend to Campus" weekend on October 24 and 25. It's free! Help make our guests feel welcome and have a fun time meeting new people.

The Halloween Costume Dance will be in the Doyle Hall Lounge on Saturday, October 31, from 9-12 p.m. Throughout the evening, the sponsoring Dorm Boards will be having a hay ride. Everyone plan to attend! Prizes will be awarded for best costumes.

On Sunday, October 25, the Marian College Music Department will present a FACULTY and FRIENDS CONCERT in the Allison Mansion at 3:00 p.m. Members of the Music Faculty and other friends will join in a program of instrumental and vocal solos and duets that cover a wide range of music literature from the early Classical to the 20th Century periods. The Program is open to the public and all are invited to attend.

Make plans to attend the Bonfire sponsored by the Junior Class. It will be held at the wetlands on Friday, October 30, 9:30 p.m. - ??.

GRADUATION PICTURES
If you would like to have your senior picture taken by Dr. Appleby, please sign up on the sheet by his office door as soon as possible. He will be taking them until next Friday, October 30.

NOTICE TO HONORS STUDENTS
Why can't the West talk to the Soviets? How did the ideological conflict between Russian and the West begin? How do the greatest Russian novels reflect this gulf between Russian and Western outlook? -- These are the "issues" in the Honors Issue Seminar for Spring Semester. Authors include Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Gogol and Turgenev. Three hours credit in English or History.

"Politics and Literature in Pre-Revolutionary Russia" (EN 299, HI 299, HO 299)
1:30 MWF
Dr. James Divita
Dr. Raymond Craig

Seniors wishing to have their pictures in the yearbook must turn them in by the end of the semester. Pictures may be submitted to the Yearbook Office. For more information, contact Karen at ext. 194.

Students are reminded to turn in their prose and poetry for the Fioretti. Submissions can be given to Sr. Stella in the English Department.

ACS CALENDAR FOR NOVEMBER

Wednesday, November 11th: Cincinnati Road Show. Starts 8:30 a.m.
Sunday, November 15th: Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago.
Friday, November 20th: Tour of the State Police Forensic Lab, Indianapolis.
Watch the Carbon for times plus exciting details of each of these events! If you are interested, please contact Katie, ext. 175 or Lisa, ext. 151.

EXPANDED MICROCOMPUTER CENTER HOURS

Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Tuesday 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Thursday 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday 1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

ATTENTION ALL MARIAN STUDENTS:

Don't forget to attend our next MCSA Student Board meeting, this upcoming Tuesday Night, October 27, at 9:00 p.m., in our MCSA Conference Room in Clare Hall.

Items on the agenda include a discussion of the Goals for this year's MCSA. The Budget for the MCSA will also be discussed. If you as a MC student have anything you would like added to this meeting's agenda, please contact Nancy Hoeing (ext. 535) or David Guerrettaz (ext. 473).

We invite all students to come and express their views or concerns as a student of Marian College. We look forward to seeing you there!!

-- David A. Guerrettaz
President, MCSA

The views expressed on this page are not necessarily the views of the Carbon or its staff.

ANSWERS: STUDENT BOARD
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STUDENT BOARD

ACROSS CLUES
2. Secretary: Don
3. Rorer Club Rep: Becky
4. President: David
5. Academic Affairs: Mark
6. Student Relations: Jerry
7. Senior Class Rep: Shelly
8. Junior Class Rep: Jim
9. Vice Presidents: Nancy
10. Treasurer: Brian
11. Student Affairs: Matt
12. Freshman Class Rep: Robert
13. Sophomore Class Rep: Mike
15. Senior Commuter Rep: Fred
16. Vice Presidents: Mark
17. Student Relations: Jerry

DOWN CLUES
1. Senior Class Rep: Shelly
2. Elections Chairman: Becky
3. Campus Ministry: Mike
4. House Club Rep: Oscar
5. Freshman Class Rep: Robert
6. Junior Class Rep: Bill
7. Treasurer: Brian
8. Student Affairs: Matt
9. Senior Commuter Rep: Fred
10. Vice Presidents: Nancy
11. Student Relations: Jerry
12. Junior Class Rep: Jim

THURSDAY IS MARIAN NIGHT AT

Scotty's Georgetown Lounge
LOCATED AT 30th & GEORGETOWN RD (in the shopping center)

LOWEST DRINK PRICES OF ANY DART BAR IN TOWN

DRAFT BEER .50 OR JUST $2.50 A PITCHER
HOT DOGS .25

SIX DART BOARDS
LARGE SCREEN T.V.

THICK CRUST PIZZA
by the slice:
Cheese ....... $1.00 per slice
Extra Toppings are 25 cents each, and include sausage, pepperoni, onions, green peppers, mushrooms, and black olives.

PLAY OUR ROCK TRIVIA GAME
Each Card a Winner

Call Itza Pizza tonight at ext. 358, and get a made-from-scratch pizza delivered to your door!

BE AHEAD OF THE CLASS
Coupon 20% Off for Students.

HEAD HUNTER Salon
3746 Lafayette Rd.
291-5383
Open Monday - Saturday.

THEMERRY BIRD

LOCATED AT 30th & GEORGETOWN RD (in the shopping center)

LOWEST DRINK PRICES OF ANY DART BAR IN TOWN

DRAFT BEER .50 OR JUST $2.50 A PITCHER
HOT DOGS .25

SIX DART BOARDS
LARGE SCREEN T.V.

TELEPHONE 297-1263

We're Open
Sunday - Thursday Evenings
from 8:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Reg.
10' ............... $3.50
12' ............... 3.95
14' ............... 4.90
16' ............... 5.70

(The above prices are for Cheese Pizzas.)

Extra Toppings are 25 cents each, and include sausage, pepperoni, onions, green peppers, mushrooms, and black olives.

THICK CRUST PIZZA
by the slice:
Cheese ....... $1.00 per slice
Extra Toppings are 25 cents each.

PLAY OUR ROCK TRIVIA GAME
Each Card a Winner

Call Itza Pizza tonight at ext. 358, and get a made-from-scratch pizza delivered to your door!

BE AHEAD OF THE CLASS
Coupon 20% Off for Students.

HEAD HUNTER Salon
3746 Lafayette Rd.
291-5383
Open Monday - Saturday.